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29 seniors chosen

Who's Who .appointments announced
The names of 29 seniors from
John Carroll University will be
included in the 1977 volume of
"Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities.'' The students were
chosen on the basis of scholastic
performance, leadership qualities. and participation in student
government or other campus
organizations.
The committee selecting the
finalists consisted of Dean Wilham F . O'Hearn, Dean Kenneth
DeCrane, Father Joseph Zombor,
Owen J . Dougherty, Joe Marino,
Mary Kelly and Rob Herald. The
selections were made after several sessions of deliberation,
with close collaboration between
the
student
and
faculty
representatives.
Those chosen include residents
of five states. Alan J. Balderelli,
resident assistant in Pacelli Hall
is also a member of Alpha Kappa
Psi. Secretary of the Student Union, Kathleen M. Baldoni, was
J unior Class secretary. Timothy
P . Cannon, member of Iota Chi
Epsilon is a member of the Men's
Varsity Basketball Team.
Among others chosen was Patrick M. Cummings, Chief Justice
of the Student Union Judicial
Board and member of Iota Phi
Theta and Chicago Club. He will
be joined by Carol L. Dougherty,
who has been active in the Little
Theater Society and worked as an
Orientation Counselor. Carroll
News Editor Owen J. Dougherty,
a member of Iota Chi Upsilon, the
Pre-Law Society, Debate Club,
Chicago Club, and Irish Club has
been included. Dougherty served
as F r eshman Senator and
Student Union Chief Justice.
Student Director of the RathskeUar, Michael E. Downing, a

member of the University Club the Orientation and Parents
who has served as both the club's Weekend.
treasurer and vice president has
Carroll News Editor - in - Chief
been included in the final list. Thomas J. McNeill, past secreIota Chi Upsilon Vice President tary of Iota Phi Theta, is a
William J . Farrell, who served as member of Pi Delta Epsilon and
Secretary of the American Alpha Phi Gamma. President of
Chemical Society and Chairman Student Union Edward W.
of the 1976 Homecoming will Rybka, a member of the Pre-Law
appear in the publication.
Society has served as Freshman
Also included is Bill J . Gag- Class Vice President and Sophollano, Student Union Co-Director more Class President. Also
of the Film Series, Sophomore named was Edward A. Liva,
Class Vice President and Univer- President of Iota Phi Theta and
sity Club Vice President. Mary A. member of the Accounting
Garvey has participated in the Association
Debate Society, and has served
Carroll News Associate Editor
as Secretary of the Pre-Law
Society and co-director of Student Patricia L. Lamiell has also
served as Vice President of Pi
Union Legal Aid.
Circle K Treasurer and varsity Delta Epsilon and has worked on
football player James M. Gorski the Carroll Quarterly. Dennis
will appear along with Carroll Lane, Student Union Director of
News and Quarterly staff Special Events is also a member
member, Sheila A. Haney. Miss of the University Club. I.O.C.
Haney also participated as a director Shauna M . Lynch is also
member of Pi Delta Epsilon and treasurer of Theta Kappa and
worked as an orientation coun- worked as a Student Counselor at
selor. Band member Joseph R. Orientation.
Haytas is also a member of
Serving as resident assistant in
Univer sity Club and Student
Union Director of the Film Pacelli Hall is Joe Marino, who
also served as Freshman Class
Series.
Senior Class President Brian President, Sophomore Class
G. Henke has also served as Jun- Senator and Senior etaa Vice
ior Class Treasurer and Univer- President. President of Iota Chi
sity Club Secretary and Upsilon is Thomas E . Schoen.
Treasurer. A member of Pi Delta Valentina Sgro is a member of
Epsilon, Jane Kvacek has been a the Debate Society and Glee Club
News Editor of the Carroll News, President.
German Club member An·
Treasurer of Phi Theta Mu and is
currently Student Union Director drew F. Szeltner is also a member of Iota Phi Theta and the
of Public Relations.
Debate
Society. Social Chairman
Accounting
Association
president Marianne Kerr is also a of Circle K is Joh T. Webster, who
member of Theta Kappa. Ann is a member of I.O.C. Also inMannen has worked on the staff cluded in the list is Theta Kappa
of the radio station and as a president Mary Ann Garbo, who
member of the Student Union. has also served as Student Union
also servi~ as co-chairpt!rson of Director of Fee Cards.

•
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Blanc voice: Not poetry
overs" for Walt Disney Cilms, and
he appeared frequently on the
Jack Benny Show, and with Judy
Canova, Burns and Allen, and
Abbott and Costello.
His recordings, "1 Twat I Taw
a Puddy Tat" and "The Woody
Blanc. who was freqvently Woodpecker Song," ::.old over two
heard but rarely seen untn lie million copies eacb.
More recently, he has created
began doing credit card commercials on television recently, is the Mel Blanc Automedia, a com"voice" of Porky Pig, Bugs Bun- pany that makes commercials
ny, Daffy Duck, Barney Rubble using animation. His appearance
of "The Flints tones," and Speedy is being sponsored by the Student
Union.
Gonzales.
For many years, he did "voice"That's aU folks!"

Mel Blanc, the " man of a
thousand voices," will give an
illustrated talk Nov. 13, at eight
p.m. in Kulas Auditorium.
Tickets will be $3 for adults and
$2 for students.

-----------------------------1

Free Swine Flu innoculations

Swine Flu innoculations will be Lounge. There will be no charge
ad mini stered Wedn es da y for the vaccine and all are enNovember 17. 1976 between 1
couraged to receive lt.
p.m. and 6 p.m. in the Airport

Spring stage series set

The Blue Steaks won their last home football game of the
season against Georgetown University, 30-3. David Jones
is carrying the baU.
photo b., Jonn ~cnweltzer

The success of this fall's season
of Cleveland On Stage has
prompted another set of productions during February and
March. It is a smaller scale version of the fall season, and is
named "Five at Carroll."
Five of Cleveland's outstanding
community arts groups will
share their talents on our stage.
They are: The Great American
Mime Company, The Repertory
Dance Company of Cleveland,
The Karamu House Performing
Arts Theater, The Cain Park
Summer Theater, and The
Emerson
String
Quartet.
Karamu will be performing
"Sizwe Bansi is Dead", a play
about the division of races in
South Africa. The authors of this
play are now in jail there for
writing it. The Cain Park Summer Theater will present the
musical "Philemon". Last summer, the musical was rained out
quite often since it was performed in a n outdoor theater.
Therefore, the group is especially

happy to participate in the series
here, and are probably relieved
since Kulas has a roof.
The new series is a more informal one. The groups are not as
well established or well-known as
the ones in this fall's season.
Also, the new series will not
consist merely of public performances. Four of the five
groups will hold workshops to
give the audience a chance to be
participants -- to "get into" the
arts. Those giving workshops are
the Repertory Dance Company,
the Mime Company, the String
Quartet, and the choral group of
Karamu House.
One of the factors which encouraged the establishment of
"Five at Carroll" is the increased
popularity of the Cleveland On
Stage program as opposed to last
year. According to Dennis Dillon,
S.J .• coordinator of this fall's
season, the number of subscribers went from 540 last year
to 880 this year , Also, there has
been an increase of support from

John Carroll students. The
number of student subscribers
has jumped from 125 (last year)
to 225.
Tbe Great American Mime
Company
Feb. 17, 10:00 a.m.
Feb. 18, 10:00 a.m.
Feb. 19, 8:30 p.m.
Repertory Dance Company of
Cleveland
Feb. 25, 10:00 a .m.
Feb. 26, 8:30 p.m .
The Karamu Performing Arts
Theater
March 3, 10:00 a.m.
March 4, 10:00 a.m., 8:30p.m.
March 5, 8:30p.m.
Cain Park Summer Theater
Production of PHILEMON
March 24, 10:00 a.m.
March 24 and 26, 8:30p.m.
The Emerson String Quartet
March 'Zl, 4:00 p.m.
Ticket prices are $3.50 for
adults, $2.00 for students and
senior citizens; group rates are
available.
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IOC for what?
chosen on the basis of what member of the
group is likely to be around at six p.m. Monday evening. As a result, the representative
often is unable to answer for his organization
before meeting With its officers and members
when problems arise at meetings.

Pettiness seems to have engulfed most
recent Inter Organizational Council <IOC>
meetings and functions. Increasingly, it
seems that the purpose of the IOC is to estrange the organizations it is supposed to
unite.
The IOC was formed to remove organizational affairs from the agenda of Student Union meetings as they were impeding Union
progress in solving matters of greater
concern to the student body.
As it has turned out, the Student Union
effectively handles all the events it sponsors
for tM beoeO.t. of tbe eommURity, but the IOC
bas had diCficulty administering its infrequent
mixers and other special events. Aside from
mixers, the CQuncil's only other regular funclions are to consider budget requests that are
made by various organizations, permit these
groups to hold functions on campus, and
charter new fraternities, sororities, and clubs.
From its inception, the IOC has had difficulty getting organizations to attend its meetings. As a result, it has invoked mandatory
attendance rules with the penalty for "excessive" absence being revocation of the truant
organization's charter. If there were no
attendance rules, few organizations would
send representatives to the meetings, because
rarely do IOC actions affect most of them.
Representatives to the meetings are often

Fun-n-games

f

It seems that the only things the IOC can
accomplish are negative. It can revoke
charters. and telJ organizations that they cannot sponsor events. Negativism does not help
promote the activity and spirit that the
Student Union is seeking.

Recently, the Afro - Am Society was denied
permission to hold a bake sale becatme they
did not present their bill 1·equesting permission early enough. The Freshman Class was
similarily denied a Rathskellar night because
a precedent had been set. Both actions were
ridiculous ; what did they prove?
The IOC should be disbanded. In its place,
an advisory committee should be instituted
for the sole pupose of handling budget requests, as they are approved by the Student
Union Senate. In this way, officers of
organizations might be interested in attending
Tuesday's Union meetings so that they can
better understand what is going on on
campus, and suggest other activities that
might interest more students, not having to
worry wbether their car washes would be
approved.

son who commented on a letter
home from a child at school. It
definitely had hwnor. But, thereturn letter from home to the child
was lacki~ . U was worn, old and
trite.
Among the articles 1 read in
your newspaper, none of them
have anything funny or humorous
to offer. l like encouragement
about student body projects. But
I dislike articles which express
personal opinions about the
politics oC Carter and Ford.
Come on, people! Write something in the paper that comes
funny to your head and let thls
paper come alive with fascination and hwnor. This drabness is
bad for our spirits. It cannot be
cured by alcohol or smoking.

But no books
By Patty Lamiell

Yesterday, while browsing through our very own campus
emporium, I took it into my head to buy a book. <Once in a
while I get this incurable urge to read. ) I mistakenly
assumed that 1 could locate some sort of interesting reading
material in an establishment which calls itself a bookstore.
Wrong I was. To my utter dismay I could find alf!lost
nothing of literary value. Two volumes were mildly
interesting: Apologia Pro Cribsheet, and A Socioeconomic
Study Based On Geographic Propensity for Frisbee Play.
Most of the stock was of a quite different nature. I found
popcorn, toiletries, and two-cent cigars. In desperation I
turned to athletic equipment. The sweat socks were
interesting reading : "100 percent cotton - Launder in Cold
Water." Some how , that just did not wash.
Far be it from me to suggest a dearth of intellectual interest on the part of the bookstore persormel. I myself saw
the manger in the back room sneaking a few pages of
Harold Robbins' The Carpetbaggers. The issue reduces to
supply and demand: the reason they stock the biography of
Henry·"Tbe Fonz" Winkler is because people actually buy
it.
This raises some questions about the intellectual tenor of
this campus. It may be hard to believe, but people here just
do not read. Maybe the sad fact is that nobody can. Scores
on reading tests are alarmingly low, and this year's freshman class closed out three sections of the remedial reading
course.
Of course, it's no news that low reading skills are a national hazard. But we cannot compound the problem by
feeding our own ignorance with literary drivel. When I want
to buy a bean pot, I'll consult the May Company.

Letters to the Editor

Only by the creative {unctions of
your minds.
Christine Joanne Hess

I wish to congratulate the per-

Bananas, yes

Cover up
Dear Sir,
The first floor of Bernet HaU
has been told for the last year and
one half that we will receive
carpeting. One year ago Thanksgiving we were to have carpeting
laid, when we returned from
vacation it was not there. We
were then told semester break,
then spring break, both limes
there was no carpeting.
Over the summer aU residents
of Bernet Hall received a letter,
telling us of the new improvements in Bernet dorm, among
them was NEW CARPETING.
On the first day of school · not to
our surprise we found again, NO

carpeting.
It is a health hazard having no
carpeting, there have been incidences of people slipping and
hurting themselves on the wet
tile. Also the noise in the corridor
would be much quieter, the
carpeting would absorb the
voices and footsteps, thus there
would be a better atmosphere for
studying.
The residents of First Floor
Bernet have been patient with the
administration. We now wish that
action to remedy the situation
wiU take place.
Bernet Hall Government

printed a portion of my letter on
the University Rugby Club. I was
very disappointed with the job of
editing which this evinced. The
excerpt which was printed
misrepresented both the gist and
the tone of my original letter. It
made my letter appear mean and
vindictive, as if the sole intent
was to strike out at the University
administration. To the contrary,
the only purpose of the letter was
to bring to the attention of the
student body the fact that this
school has a Rugby team this
year which it should support and
be proud of. In the letter I tried to
give an indication of what the
game of Rugby means to its
supporters around the world, and
why it has an intrinsic appeal.
Then I tried to indicate the part
Rugby plays in the extracur·
ricular life of students at John
Carroll, and finally, I tried to
To the Editor :
In the Oct. 22 edition you drum up support for the cause of
·.·.~. ·... ·,· ·('... . -:.:·.\/.".,,· ... · . ~,..\\·,' ,\:'

Editing
questioned

..

·

bringing the team back to
campus. This total intent was not
apparent in what you printed on
Oct. 22.
The Carroll News organization
has the budget to produce a paper
many times the size that it does.
If in certain issues the CN can
devote a whole page to advertising the Features Editor's sales
merchandise, then certainly you
can do your correspondents the
courtesy of faithfully represent·
ing their letters in print. U any
editing must be done to letters to
the editor, it should not be because of length and at the expense of meaning. I would much
rather have my letters not
printed at all than have tnem
printed in misleading excerpts.
Respectfully,
David, Rodney
Editor's note: All we cut out was
''window dressing."
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Canadian landscapes on display
By Tina Romano

Canada. A vast, huge, virtually uninhibited land just to the north

or us. Canadjan neighbors so unique in their custors· landscape,

and traditio#S, that one could easily believe that i is millions of
miles away off in some huge expanse of barren Iarid.
That is the impression 1 received after viewing the very impressive and professional "Canadian Landscapes" exhibition in the
John Carroll University Fine Arts Gallery. The showing will run
~ugh November 26, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and by appomtment on weekends (491-4388). Admission to the show is free.
You need only to view these 43 prints by Canadian artists to see
how varied tbe Canadian art technique ls in describing its native
country. Most of the artists are concerned with depleting the frigidness of nature, which came across beautifully in some of the more
abstract paintings.

'

Others concerned themselves with the aspects that associae
Canadian art with American art, such as technique and style. This
was especially displayed in the Van Gogh style of strokes used by
Donald Harvey in his painting:;. Thirdly, many of the artists used
stone-cut prints, fashioned after the laborious Eskimo art.
Dr Roger Welchans, chairman of the Fine Arts Department,
says, ''This is an entirely appropriate show because Canada is only
a lake away. and yet we know very little about their art."
There are many abstract as well as concise exhibits, which are
effectively lit .11nd arranged In a very striking way by Welchans.
"Hanging a show is a work of art in ltseU," he says. The paintings
are not hung numerically, rather, many are hung in groups, with
one basic concept tying them together.
This exhibit was made possible by the Canadian consulate in
Cleveland, which asked Welchans if he would be interested in
displaying it. Although the department rarely shows a traveling
exhibit (one that Is sent from place to place to be exhibited), they
felt that this one would be pertinent and beneficial.
To promote this show, a gallery lecture was presented on Wed·
nesday, with the guest speaker be\ng Mrs. Mayo Graham, assistant
curator Gi coat.emporary art.at the National Gallery or Art in Ottawa.

One of the many Canadian prints on display in lhe Fine Arts gallery .

Strawbs bury ·tradition on new LP
By Mark Totb
ln the competitive world of
rock music, as in life, a lot of
times things just ain't fair.
People and groups who work
hard and produce fine material
don't always get their just rewards, while others who put out
lesser quality works receive
undue attention. The former is
the case with the Strawbs. Here is

and Richard Hudson & John Ford the album. You'lllike it, and then
play and then move on to new and you'll buy more and more Stawbs
rewarding solo projects while he albums, and you'll tell all your
has stuck to writing and singing friends , and they'll buy them too,
and then one of lifes' <and
in a unique style.
musics') sad stories will have a
happy ending. The Strawbs will
get the acclaim they deserve.
There is not a weak cut on
DEEP CUTS. There is never a
weak cut on Strawbs albums.
Tunes like "Simple Visions" and
•'Turn Me Around" have been
getting the most airplay.
All
the tunes are fairly similar in
that they are all electric; that is
there are no folk songs or acoustic pieces Dave Cousins is so
famous for.

a band which has prided itself
with quality for nearly ten years
now, yet to many people in
America they are unknown, their
music a hidden pleasure to many.
It would be nice to think that this
new Strawbs album, DEEP
CUTS will do the trick. It is good
enough, but then this is their
Dave's voice is a distinguishing
tenth album, and if after ten good
albums they're still unknown, feature of the band. He has
well, perhaps it's not meant to be. written most of the group's
material,and be does so here
As I'm sure you've gathered, I again, joined by fellow craftsmen
am and have been a Strawbs fan Dave Lambert, Chas Cronk. aod
for some time. The reason I am is Rod Coombs. All contribute
because the music of the Strawbs vocals and songs to the album,
is really unique. This is a group and this is by far the most group
which started playing strictly oriented album they bave put out.
folk music long ago in London. On
each album they progressed,
incorporating more electicity and
rock and roll energy into each
project. The latest work shows
almost a new band from what we
heard ten albums ago.

They've changed record labels,
and perhaps some new promotion
will help them on their way. They
have gradually changed their
style aod become more rock and
less folk, as they traditionally
were. They have not changed one

u :oop·""·- I:L :3o .........
ClEVELAND I-IErG-

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

~~CG~~~
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1314 Huron Rd.

Clevetend, Ohio "llS
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As always, Dave Cousins is the
genius on the album. Dave is the
last remaining original member
of the band. He has seen fellow
Strawbs such as Rick Wakeman

)1 • ..,.. HJt
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thing though, and that is quality.
They still remain one of the most
professional outfits in rock today.
Don'tjust tak.emy word for it, get

The Fine Arts Gallery is set up In such a way that one caMot help
but captivate the atmosphere of canadian art, from the elegant,
silver framed paintings to the books on display, one of which is
Between Friends· Entre Amls, describing Canadian and American
heritages. The tastefulness and simplicity of the show definitely
gives it an air or excellence.
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Portrait of the trials of 'Adam Price'
By Dee W. Sclt\lltz
Features Edltot"

He's a Monty Python fan and he
smiles easily. He's into the true
Kung Fu way of self ·defense. ffe
reads Shakespeare and Hegel
with a passion, and loves 'Folkein
and Poe. He studies Zen and
believes 'the gift {l£ Truth exoos
all other gifts.'
To him, pinball is a mystical
encounter. He hums Pink Floytl.
His hero is don Juan Matus, a
Yaqui Indian fro.tn Mexlco who's
dedicated his life to being "a man
of knowledge."
ru admit he's different; but not
really different.
I'll call him Adam Price, as he
doesn't want his real identity
splashed around: unlike me, he's
shy. It doesn't matter.
He points up better than anyone
I've ever met the problems of
having a liberal arts mind in a
society that demands rote skills
and says Please, don't think. He
symbolizes the plight of every
college kid caught at having to
compromise the Pursuit of Truth
with the necessity of being
realistic and choosing a
marketable major in order to
make a buck.

What is special about Adam
Price is the degree of his compromise and how much he's had
to 's uffer for it.
Adam commutes to school
here. He majors in business. His
folks don't have the money to see
hlm through college, so he's
paying for it himself. In addition,
he has the expense of a car and he
buys his own clothes as well as
shouldering his own medical
bills. it
When his classes are over he's
ott to work, putting in as much as
30 hours a week busing tables at a
nearby st.eakhouse. It's a near
impossible load for someone
tatting 15 credit hours. A joint or a
hit of speed helps him through his
days or school · work - study •
crash.
Over the summer, even with
financial aid, he had to work 75
hours a week to cut tuition costs.
Since I became good friends
with Adam last June during a
campout m Wisconsin, I saw how

*

Last May Adam's next tJoor !leiahbor
took pot shot~ ar his German Sheperd Hugh,
sllalljtrlng the dog's leQ. Instead of putllng
rnc dog 10 sleep. n~ took Hugh ro rhe vel and
had n1s leQ repaired. The btll was $300 and he
paid for it. Old he gel revenge on rne crazy
neighbor• " No, I'm a pacifist," Adam sald.

little he fit in with your average
get-a-degree, get-a-job types that
populate the business school. He
doe.c;n't,bave that kind of 2 + 2
vision.
Like his hero don Juan, Adam
believes all the world is a great
mystery and men's actions mere
folly.
His situation amused me and
baffled me. I'd ask him, "Hey,
Adam, what are you doing
driving yourself crazy trying to
work your way through John Carroll? It's too conservative a place
for you. And what are you doing
majoring in business, of all
things? Why don't you get into
English or something? You love
titerature."
He'd give a grin, like always,
and explain:
"You see, Dave, my brother
went here and majored in
English and he's 30 years old now
and he still hasn't found a good
job. I just don't want to see that
happen to me. I want a job when I
gel out of school. John Carroll's
got a really good reputation in
business."
At first I thought his predicament was unfortunate, but no big
deal. After all, everybody has to
sell out a little bit in this life and

After that phone conversation 1
realized Adam Price wasn't just
experiencing some hard reality
on the road to completing a
necessary goal, the goal of a
coJJege education.
Here was a kid that had busted
himself up working for something
he ultimately didn'l want. He was
suffering much more than the
average student who puts aside
Hamlet's question "To be or not
to be?"
.Since that phone call Adam bas
pretty much recovered. He's
back in school, trying to hang on.
He managed to salvage three of
his courses and he still smUes
easily.
He still doesn't know if he's
going lo stay at John Carroll, but
wherever he goes he's sure he'll
stay in business.
I'm sure it will pay off for him
in the end, if he doesn't work him·
self to death or go crazy.
I just hope he never for,.gets
I didn't have any advice. I think about don Juan and Shakespeare.
I said something to him like, and everything they stand for.
"What would don Juan do in your And I hope he can keep that easy
smile.
shoes?"
make compromises in order to
survive. I mean, eve11 Elvis
Presley drove a truck once.
Bul a few weeks ago he called
me up and really got me thinking.
He said he was exhausted, said he
had strep throat and mononucleosis. He said he was going to
have to miss at least a week of
school and he was really worried.
''I'm behind in my classes as it
is," he said. "lf I'm out a week
I'll have to drop at least two of
my courses."
He went on to say he really
couldn't afford to be sick because
of tuition bills and other bills. He
said he was thinking about
dropping out next semester and
going to someplace less expensive, like Kent or Cleveland
State.
''I really don't know what I'm
going to do, Dave," he said. Then
he laughed anyway. "I'm open
for advice."

Events schedule

Today, Nov. 12

Won't graduate on time

Harry Gauzman in fits
By Harry Gauzman

Now I 'll never graduate. 1 bad
il aU fiiWed out but when the
Spring ' 77 schedule was released,
aU my plans were shot. Interterm
in January has been discontinued.
" Woe is me," as Yacltspeare
would say;
or would he?
Recently, he seems to be more
into a Dickensian frame of mind.
He'd probably say something
more like " It's an inconwenience
Samivel my boy, as the Dean said
to the professor when he was
made the Butz of the joke."
All I need is three hours to get.
out of here in addition to the 54
hours I had planned to take next
semester. It would have been
cake. But 57 hours is obviously
too difficult in one semester. I
had it aU worked out with the
Pt-ez., Fr. Henry " Call me Hank"
Barkenbite. He said that he
would tell Dean O'Hearnia to
check that nautious little box for
overloads on my APR, if I promised not to mention him in any
more of these articles.
" Hank doesn't believe in good
public relations ," Paul Katz
says.

you start to think " devious"
around bere, there is only one
man to consider - Dr. J oltin' Joe
Diller. chairman of the Talk
People. Since his return from
Washingtonian life, it is eveident
that the deviousness we knew
him for two and more years ago
has been professionalized due to
his exposure and success in D.C.
circles.
Diller was absent from his
office, as usual. Hearing sounds
of someone hammering in Dr.
Austin Smiley's office, I thought
he might be able to help since he
had been the department's acting
chairman last year during the
Devious One's absence. I wondered if the hammering sound
was how he got so much force into
his written material. I knocked
on his door and beard him
smilingly say "Enter!"

plained my plight to him and
he curtly explained that one of
the reasons interterm had been
discontinued was that too many
seniors tried to take classes so
that their spring schedules would
be easier. He said that I was one
of these, that I had " senioritis"
and wanted to " slide out of the
University" by only taking 54
hours my last semester. I nearly
cried it was so hard to get him to
Wlderstand.

Cleveland on Stage: Cleveland Camerata Chamber Music
Concert, 4 p.m. , Kulas Aud., $4.50 for adults, $2 for students.
"Diary of Adam and Eve," and "Spoon River Anthology, "
8:30 p.m., Little Theatre, FREE.

I decided that the only way to

Student Union Movie: " A .Clockwork Orange," 8 p.m.,
Kulas Aud, $1 with fee card, $1.50 otherwise.

call attention to myself was to
attempt something drastic. On
my way down to the Rathskeller I
realized that what I needed to
do was to drown my sorrows in
beer. I knew what to do; I went to
my room and got my bathing suit.

I went to the Johnson Natatorium intending to fake a suicide
He was nailing a copy of his attempt. When publicized, I
latest publication- a tre~+ise on would explain my motives. I dove
the Presidenti" 1 debates which in and paddled aroWid for a while
appeared In the PlaiD Dealer in the diving pool. Coach Fraulein
weeks ago- on the wall with all was busy "instructing" a girl's
his plaques and trophies. He lifesaving course in mouth to
hammered one too many times, mouth resuscitation on the deck.
however, and everything fell off
the wall on him.
I let out a "help" and dove to
the bottom of the pool. Surfacing,
He looked like he was burt I saw everyone still attending to
1aying underneath aU 792 trophies resuscitation. I let_,out a blood •
and 81 copies of his debate text, curdling "AAAARGH l" and dove
Jlut he was sUU smiling. I helped again to the bottom. Three
h1m dig himself out from Wider minutes later, I broke surface
the mess. Grateful for my assis- while splashing gallons of water
•us(t<:e, he smilingly said, "Young out of the pool to indicate my disman, next time you tak.~ one ?f tress. Not one of the people on
l1l.Y courses, you get A. ,That s deck batted an eyelash ... .but how
three out of 54 hours. I wont have can you expect them to? Fraulein
'!:On'Y about. Astde from the lookedso cute in his wann-up suit
and the. girls were busy trying to
A ' Smiley was no help.
get resuscitated next.

I decided to talk to the chairperson of my major department
l Engltsh> •
"Dirty · Joe"
Caughthe.r. He seemed to still be
in a dither over his department's
"Meet your majors" night.
Remarkably, be was counting on
th
the digits of his hands and feet e
number of sophomores be 1\ad
managed to sbangbai into spending the rest of their days lan·
guisbing with literature. He was
too pleased with blmsell to get
into his usual mean mood, so 1
decided somebody else would be
more help to me.
I realized if l was going to get
I~d tested all of my resources
anywhere in an attempt to beg, alld come up with zero. My last
borrow, or ~I three c~t chance to save my future 1
·I guess I'il have to take 21 hours
hours, 1 w?Wd have to .find some- figured W81J wl~~l, 'the in the spring Jl'1~. ~. tlext y~r.
bodt_~~;~~~~-~-~~~.~~ . -~~~ I ex- there's no sen~ m fOiling myselt.

'!?

. .· ·.

CWRU movie: "Magic F lute," 5:30-8-10:30 p.m.,
Strosacker Aud.
"Sounds in Motion," (a dance concert) 8 p.m., Kulas Aud.,
$4 public, $2 students and senior citizens.
JCU Jazz Band, 8-12 p.m., Rathskellar, 25 cents.
" Diar y of Adam and Eve," and "Spoon R iver Anthology,"
8: 30 p.m., Little Theatre, FREE.
CWRU movie: "Dog Day Afternoon," 7:30, 10 p.m.,
Strosacker Aud.
Saturd ay, Nov. 13

P AC football, Streaks vs. Oberlin College, A·l :30 p.m.
Mel Blanc (known as " The Man of a Thousand Voices),
8:30p.m., Kulas Aud., $2, $1 with fee card.
Archer (fonnerly Mackeral Sky) , 9-12 p.m., Rathskellar,
$1.50, 75 cents with fee card.

SUnday, Nov. 14

Monday, Nov. 15

"Freshmen Rat Bar Nile," 9 p.m .- 1 a .m., Ratheskellar, $1
admission and 10 cents per beer.
At the Agora: David Bromberg, 9 p.m., $3.50 in advance,
$4.50 at the door.
Tuesday, Nov. 16

At the Agora: Brian Auger, for infonnation 696·3755.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Soren Kierkegaard Society meeting, 6 p.m., Room 37,
... Radman Hall.

SILVER

NOVEMBER 19 & 20
Fri. 8:30p.m.

S6.75

Sat. 7 & 10:30 p.m.
$7.75

TicfK.frTrlO"

Tlckah on sale at : The Front R- Box Office, all
~~··fal'l M.yl'
COmpanlft, all Se.rs, P~hn Record Store and the Randllll Pari< Mall lntorma·
t1on Booth), enc:t all Dlemond'• Men's Storas.

CASH ONLY AT THE BOX OFFICE
Wilson Mills Rd. el 1·271
.u9·5000

'----...o.~"-lii1~W...!l!.!;.:..!.!;~---------J.:..I::.:!.o!ilal.oll
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Some tips on plant care
stinctively know an owner's feel
You \\.ill receive great pleasure
watching them thrive, often they
grow from tiny seeds into
mature, sell - supporting stalks.
In addition, you may Cind, after
many years of patience, that if
you talk to your plants they wiU
Plants are cropping up all talk back. At first you may only
over; hanging plants are seen receive a whimper or a moan, but
from many windows, and even in in time you will carry on
the guys• dorms - they seem to be meaningful conversations.
magically thriving <possibly
CARE: The care of your plant
from the dirt accumulated in the is of utmost importance. For
corners>. At any rate, because of instance, if you are the proud
the popularity of lhese growing owner of a Nephrolepsis, be sure
objects, a chart of plant behavior only to give it three drops of
is needed. This is otherwise water every six hours. Of course,
called " How to win friends and not all plants are as picky. Most
influence plants."
have only a few basic requirements. one of which is talki~.
DISADVANTAGES: There are
As mentioned before, plants
a few noteworthy disadvantages
of lhe typical household plant; like lively conversations; in addiyou may wake up one morning tion, a poetry recitation or
and find that it has turned into a Beethoven's third symphony
giant cornstalk overnight. Also, would be nice. Just be sure your
you wiW find that you are now plant is not lonely.
waking up in the middle of the
If your collection includes both
night to give your plant it's two male and female plants, be sure
a .m. feeding . You may periodi- that they are no closer than a foot
away from each other on your
windowsill, or else you may
cally face an uncomfortable suddenly find an entire family or
sensation when sitting down if baby plants growing on your sill.
you happen to ow~ a cactus plant. . It is a little known fact that
~ equally affecting are lhe emo:- plants like to dance. Perhaps
llonal attachments you may feel, your plant likes a slow waltz, or
the l~s of a plant can be a cruel maybe it goes more for a brisk
and b1tter· fate to. race, a nd .the polka . Then again, it may enjoy
~omfo:t ~f close fr1ends at a time Alice Cooper's Greatest Hits. At
hke th1~ ts often no com~ort al a~l - any rate, be sure to keep it
to see 1t slowly su~fermg as ~ts company every so often. You
leaves turn yellow IS often pam- may even want to take it to the
Mad Hatter or the Agora if you
ful.
get daring enough.
He sure not to forget the basics :
ADVANTAGES: On the other
hand, if given TLC, you will have water, sunshine, and lots of atthe fuUillment of response from tention. Well , plants have
your plants . They will stop feelings, too.
Or do they? I think my plant
dripping water only when you
fondle and feed them ; they i~- just ate my bologna sandwich.
Bv Tina Romano
Bestdes "root fungus that grows
under the bed, it seems these
days that almost every dorm
room is infested with at least one
furry, fu:uy , and - or alive
creature - the plant!

nne
cyre, a
an
John Adams High School, will lead the "Sounds in Motion" dance troupe tonight at 8
p.m. at Kulas Auditorium. The dancers, whose programs focus on the black experience, are being sponsored in part by the National Endowment of the Arts and the
Ohio Arts Council, with technical assistance from the Cleveland Area Arts Council.

••••••••.•••.•.•.••••• News notes •••••••••••••••••••••
Each group will perform a fifteen minute concert. The highlight of the evening will be singing by a chorus composed of all
The Little Theatre will present four groups of Mozart's
two one act plays on November " Requiem" with the Pittsburgh
1213, 14 19,20 and 21 at 8:30p.m. Symphony Orchestra.
The first play, "The Diary of
Adam and Eve," based on a story
by Mark Twain, is a show about
our "Common parents" and the
love they shared with the
Creator. The cast includes Marty
What is a "Turkey Trot for
Montague, Ann Fissinger and Tots"? It is the second annual
Mark McMullen. The play is Theta Kappa charity dance to be
directed by senior Tim Donovan. held on November 20 in tbe O'Dea
The second play being pre- Room. The featured group will be
sented is excerpts from "Spoon Archer, formerly Mackeral Sky,
River Anthology," written by who will play from 9 p.m. until!
Edgar Lee Masters. It is a series a.m. Admission is $1.99 which
of sometimes ironic and bitter- includes all the beer you can
sweet reflections on life. Included drink and a chance to win fabuin the cast, which is under the lous liquid door prizes.
direction of Ramona DiMio, are
All proceeds will go to SL
Ray Soviciunas, Mary Ann Anthony's Parmadale Children's
Garvey, Robert Reigert, Brian Village. Come on out and do a
Zinner, Regina Dela Rose, Bruce Turkey Trot for some homeless
Brownridge and Erica Kosinski. tots. Help Theta Kappa make this
year's charity dance as successful as last year's "Boogie for an
Old Fogie".

LTS presents
two plays

Theta Kappa
dance

Glee

Club

The Women's Glee Club will
travel to the University of PittsT-Our
burgh on Friday, Nov_ ).9. There,
they will perform a joint concert
with the mens' glee clubs of the
A l().day New Year's tour to
University of Pittsbw-gh and the Spain~ being orga~ by J:?r.
University of Notre Dame and Kathenne Gatto, Vl.Siting assathe Skidmore College W~en's tant prof~or ~Spanish at John
Clee..Cluh.•• --. -··--'--- ·- __ ~.,. ~~ .... ---·-~

to Spain

The trip, from Dec. 'n through
Jan. s, is open to adults, college
students, and high school juniors
and seniors. Round-trip cost from
New York, plus first-class hotels,
breakfast and dinner daily, and
-sightseeing is $510 per person.

Classified&
1 bOx wat llcktla to C:.vs 76' ers game Nov
27. ru. Cell 311 ·9935
Lost topcoat. PteiiH elCt;ll.no- tills 38
regular topcoat wntc:ll I m istakenly plcktd
up at faculty dlnn.,. Oct. 16 fM mv own light
tan coat stze 40 long. Call Felli.,. White et
491 · 4701 .
(My
wr ists are
cold l

Yooa 1 - s wllll Individual att.nllon ICH'
~olnnlno . Interme diate, and advanced
stuelenta FOf' , _ . \nlormallon .:.11 Mrs
,.,....,I at 9~ d16

Desperate II NMd rl~ to RhOde 11'-nd Area
(Conn .. MMs .• Of' NYC) lor TllenkSgtvlng
break. Will ~ ... expenSH. C:.ll Slew at
5162. Planelll

Levi's for big SUYS·

The toor wUI take in Madrid,
Toledo, Segovia and nearby
areas. Arrangements are by the
Spanish Heritage Association.
For further details, call 491-4371.

Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta would like to
introduce to you and the John
Carroll community the new
members initiated at our Fall
Initiation Program on October
19th. The new members, who are
an example of scholarly excellence in the field of History are:
Frances Babic
David Belasco
Edward Bohnert
Kenneth Callahan
Janey Chizmar
Steven Fedor

1

Ann Mannen

Michael May
Mary Ann Osgood
Margaret Stanard
Gerard Volk
James Walf>nborst

They're called Levi's for
Men. But they're for
anyone with muscles.
Or a bigger frame. Great
styles, in great fabrics
But now more comfortable. Sizes 34 to 42

·

.t;~c, . '• ' ;( ;j "" Oll!~l: (ll!

'

RANDALL PARK
MALL
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Boaters stymie W & J , Notre Dame
By David Jones III

Sports Editor
The soccer tqm ended it's
season with a pair'of victories defeating Washington and Jefferson, 1-0 and the University of
Notre Dame, 2-1.
Against W&J, Jim "The Slavinian Slammer" Gregorich scored
the only goal of the game on arebounded comer kick late m the
second half.

Physical play characterized
the game against the Presidents.
Bob Knierien, Mark Strombeck,
Mike Maurer, and Marko Iglesias
had outstanding perfonnances.
The Streaks tallied their second
victory over the University of
Notre Dame. This prestigious
game brought the booter's season
to a c lose.
Captain Andy Szeltner started
the scoring off by driving in a
goal on a breakaway shot early in
the first half.
Notre Dame came back to tie
the game in the second half scor·
ing on a penalty kick, after a
questionable call by one of the referees. Jim Gregorich scored the
winning goal, smashing the ball
past the Irish goalie on a 11 meter
penalty kick, making the score 2·

The cl!Xiing moments of the
game were tense. A majority of
the achon was in the Streaks'
end of the field The Presidents
came clooe to scoring when they
were given a 11 meter penalty
shot <the opposing team's goalie
is the only person permitted to
prevent the goaD . Goalie Bob 1.
Goalie Boo Kohoe played an
Kehoe was credited with saving
the goal.
excellent game, coming through

Spikers stun Ursuline College,
fall to Akron, Cuyahoga West
By Darryl Simon
The women's volleyball team
split a doubleheader, defeating
Ursuline College and losing to
Akron University J .C.U. took on
Akron in the first game and were
defeated in two s traight games,
15-11 and 15-9.
In the nightcap, after losing the
(~t~t> t.o Unullllle_.lH, tbe
~~ned their composure
as they soundly whipped them 152 and 15-5.
The Blue Streaks came out on
the losing end against Cuyahoga
Community West last week. The
spikers never really got started
in the first game. Tri-C jumped

off to an early IH> lead which
proved to be the winning margin
as the Streaks played them even
the rest of the way before falling,
15-7.
In the second game, Tri·C
again took advantage of cootly
errors and defeated the splken,

winnin& tbe mach, tr.-11.

The girls are now two games
over .500 with a season record of
9-7. Toumamenlactionstarts this
evening at Ohio Northern University and runs until Saturday.
Other teams in the competition
include Wittenberg, Ashland, and
Malone College.

(,__~SPORT~---)

-

SHORTS~

Anyone Interested in being a
manager for the wrestling team,
contact Coach DeCarlo. Male or
female.

in the clutch, having a number of
great saves.
The Streak, were guided by
Carroll's own«swimming coach,
Ron Zwierlein, who is a fonner
semi- pro soccer player. His
record rose to one win on one try
with the Blue Streak booters.
" Everyone put it all together,"
commented
captain
Andy
Szeltner who along with Terry
Bedell will be the only graduating
seniors this year.
Females added a new dimen-

sion to soccer this year For the
first time ball-girls and cheerleaders joined the squad. The
baJJ-girls were, tralentina Sgro,
Nancy Pina, Alison Lamp, Lee

Streaks trample Hoyas, 30-3
it's feet with a five yard touCh·
The St~ks finish the yea r
By Jack Schufreider
next Satur4ay at Oberlin.
The John cArroll Blue Streaks down run.
gave Georgetown a rude welcome m their first Cleveland
appearance. A large crowd of GU
alums watched as the Streaks
trounced their alma mater 30-3
last Saturday at Wasmer Field.
The victory was the home team's
third against five losses. while
the Hoyas fell to o-e.
Senior running backs David
Jones lll and Mike Soeder had
big days in their final game before the home fans. J ones broke
IO!X;e for 133 yards in 24 carries,
his best effort of the season. He
was quick to hand the credit off
for his big day to Soeder,
however: "Mike did just a fantastic job of blocking for me. He
sprung me loose for big gains a
couple of times. He was just running over people," said the
Gridders played their last game Saturday defeating the
Toledo native.
visiting Georgetown Hoyas, 30..3.
Captain Soeder did alright on backs this day, and three of them Stahl connected with Donnell
his own also. He gained 98 yards accounted for tallies. Mark Lipford in the fourth for an 11
in 19 carries, and scored his Talamonti threw a TO to a wide yard score. And Mike Gentile
fourth TD on a one yard plunge. open Keith Coljohn in the third playing his first game in this ~
The Streaks used four quarter· quarter. Not to be outdone, Jim senior year, brought the crowd to

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

...

LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

AIIENTION!

~

SPRING SEMESTER!
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

13U Huron Rd.
Cleveland. Ohio 4-4115

Private rooms with sinks
Recreational facilities
Ample free parking

·---------------

•

BLESSED SACRAMENT
COMMUNITY HOUSE

~al{icft't~

BAR B-Q
RIBS
cued
Sunday, Nov. 14, 6: 30P.M. Jardine Room
Annual Mass for the deceased of J.C.U. Celebrant will be
Fr. Birkenbauer.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
UNICEF Shop opens.
Nov. 28 to Dec. 1
Ft. Bob Vogelwede S.J . wiU be on campus to interview
anyone who wishes to inQuire about Jesuit vocations.
Sunday. Nov. 21, 6:30 P .M. Jardine Room
HWiger Day and Thanksgiving Mass. Celebrant will be Fr.
Blrkenhauer. Clothing Drive begins.

.

01

SPORTS

Anyone interested in participating on the 1977 track team
meet in coach Stupica's olfice
next Thursday, Nov. 18, at 4.

Anyone with prior experience
Needed: Any female with prior
experience as a mat girl at a as a timer at a swim meet,
wrestling match. Contact coach contact coach Zwierlein as soon
as possible.
DeCarlo

Vivacua, Mary Frantz, Ginny
Palagyi, Mary Scharte, and Beth
Kyet
Kirchner and the
Stull sist , Diana and Patsy
were the eerleaders.

CHICKEN

5384 Wilson Mills Road

~ETREAT~..,
AT

AS

Fine Dining and
Carry Out in our
Tiffany Lighted Room

Cedar A Green
South Euclid

382-3560

U~IVE.RSI'TY \IlLLA• NOll. l't-~1
& PEoPLE WI TN CAR.L ~RAVEC,S.J .
R,e!REAT-MAS7£f{ • INQVIRE AT CIIAP€L

;NE

LIM IT'EJ>
OFJ'ICE

ttEW

TO
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****WINTER SPORTS PREVIEW ~ppp;
By Ja Sdluieider

r

WRESTLING
Youth and talent characterizes squad
Jim Weir
Led by All - American captains
Jim Weir and AI Evangilista, the
President's Athletic Conference
champion wrestlers enter 1976-77
with a squad loaded with youth
and talent, and a schedule
equally
loaded with tough
competition.

Coach Tony DeCarlo bas a
squad that he says has the "best
depth we've had in a long time".
47 players are out for the team
up from last year, and the squad
has a solid nucleus of experienced. talented perfonners.
Best of the bunch are Jim Weir
and AI Evangilista. Weir really
came into his own last year, as he
f~~~ed as a PAC champion,
DIVlSIOn III ~ational Champion,
and placed SIXth in the Div. I
meet to be one of the first two
Carroll wrestlers to earn National - All - American <Mark
Hawald was the other). He will
return at 158, although Coach

indicated he may "wrestle 167 for
a while till he gets his weight
down".
Evangilista was no slouch
either. The 134 pound senior was
also a PAC champ and won Division III All- American honors for
the second time.
The rest of the line-up ww
feature seasoned performers
pushed by "the finest freshman
class we've had since our current
crop of seniors were freshman",
according to DeCarlo.
At 118 senior Greg Piz.zuli gets
the early nod. One of two Pizzuli
brothers on the squad, his experience gives him the edge over
freshman Jim Cutrie and former
state ranked Steve Batanian.
John Jackson gets the call at
126 The team "cut up" , John is a
two year letterman. He will have
to fend off the challenge or sophomore Steve Conway.
l:!.vang~hsta nas l;j4 , with Jim
Repicky and Larry Hauserman

ready to step in.
Nick Cipollo returns to defend
his PAC 142 crown. The junior
faces stiff competition for his job
from frosh Tom Cua. who ranked
number two in Ohio last year.
One of the finest wrestlers in
John Carroll history will man the
150 spot for one last semester.
Mark Hawald earned national AU
-American recognition last year,
and has one semester of eligibility remaining. After he leaves.
150 will be "wide open". says
DeCarlo. Jim Coyne, and frosh
Jerry Jaggers have the best
shots.
158 is all Jim Weir. But he will
have to fight to keep it. DeCarlo
cites freshman Scott Hearn and
Sean Meany as the competition.
Tom Maurer returns to the
friendly confines of the 167 class .
The senior put on a gutsy display
of team spirit last year, as he
went up against the heavyweights of the PAC and won the

AI Evangilista
Mark Devine and Jim Smith
for the job.

championship. However, Coach
does not plan on putting him
through that ordeal again unless
"everyone dies". Sophomore
Mike Trautman has looked good
in early workouts, and could
challenge.

Once again the Streaks face an
extremely difficult schedule
Along with their usual PAC foes.
they go up against Big Ten
schools Northwestern and Ohio
State. Other top schools include
Cleveland State, Notre Dame,
and Ashland College.

Senior All - American Brad
Bowman is back ror one more
year at 177. The three time PAC
champion will be chased by frosh
Kevin O'Neil.
Another senior, Kevin Hinkel,
returns to 190. Also ~ Div!sion. III
Ali~American, Kevm will ftght
Phil Deveraux and Daryl Johnson for the job.
The battle for the heavyweight
position will be intense enough to
shake the gym apart. Sophomores Bill Kahl (270 pds>, Mike
Ahem <265> and ''lightweight"
John Dolce (220) wiiJ contend
with each other and freshman

Assisting DeCarlo again this
year will be Chuck Angelo. The
coaches see another National
championship w1ttun the team's
reach. "If we stay healthy and
get the leadership from our
lettermen that we need, we could
challenge Montclair State for the
Division III title "remarked
DeCarlo. ''I think with the depth
and balance we have this could
be Carroll's best tea'm everl"

Four starters return
Dudley Murphy
Once again the John Carroll
roundballers enter their season
with a squad that could go to the
top of the heap or finish at the .500
level. Coach Ed Janka enters
his fourth year with four starters
back from last year's 9-11 squad.
A total of nine letterman return.
If this season is close to last
year's, Dr. Keshock will have to
have a heart specialist on duty in
the Carroll gym at aU times.
. Dubbed the "Cardiac Kids" by a
local sportswriter, the team lived
up to the name as they were involved in 12 contests that were
decided by five points or less.
Unfortunately, they dropped
seven of those games. A year of
experience could put th06e seven
in the win column for Carroll this
year.
Familiar faces abound. Six -

three junior Jim Skerl is the
captain. The popular forward
was the strongest player on the
squad down the stretch last year.
He finished as the team's leading
scorer during the PAC season.
For the year he was good for 10.6
points and 6.7 rebounds a game.
He was also Honorable Mention
All - PAC.
Joining Skerl up front is old
hand Saul Cyvas. The 6'7" center
had his best season last year; he
finished as the PAC's second
leading rebounder with 9.7 a
game. His soft shooting touch
also produced 9.3 points a game
for the boopsters last time, and
he will be counted on for at least
as much in '77.
The backcourt is the same also.
Speedy Dudley Murphy and
jumping - jack Ken Rehmer

return . Murphy finished as the
team's leading scorer with an
11.9 avg. and also gained Honorable Mentioo AII-PAC for his
efforts (as did Cyvas). Rehmer,
also a senior, has overcome his
knee problem to be pronounced
fit for battle. A painfully thin 6' 1
guard, he played some forward
last year and is one .of the best
defensive players on the squad.
He was good for 8.3 points a
game.
Joining the lineup for at least
the fall semester games will be
Jeff Wallis. Big Wally scored 3.6
points a game in limited action
last year. He has a soft scoring
touch and is extremely strong
under the boards <an area the
Streaks will need help with since
Chuck Lytle graduated)
Joining the team sometime in

the second semester will be
senior transfer Andy Kracowiak.
A strong 6-5 forward - center,
Andy tore up the junior varsity
teams be played against last year
while waiting to be eligible. He is
one of the best big men to come to
Carroll in many years, and
should help the squad irnmediately.
This year's team will have the
added benefit of a talented, experienced
bench.
Terry
Markushic is a strong 6-4 forward, Mike McDonough a fine
shooter and very strong for a
guard; Bob Kehoe is perhaps the
best ball handling guard, and
swingman Mike English is
probably the best shooter oo the
team ( be had ten points in less
than two minutes against
Washington & Jefferson last

season). All are juniors, and
along with forward Mike Kelly
<up from JV's) , will give coach
Janka the kind of depth every
coach dreams about.
Every year a fine freshman
comes aloog, and this year is no
exception. Tony Butkus, from
Chicago St. Rita is the man this
seasoo. A 6-3 forward, be bas impressed iii practt;.,.
' ··
The Streaks will need aU the
talent they can get. They face the
toughest schedule Carroll bas
had In many years. Right off the
bat they face small college
powers Oberlin, Mt. Union
<twice) and Muskingum. Also on
the schedule are Kenyon ( in a
game to be played at Public
Hall.) and arch rival H.iram.
which returns everyone from last
year's PAC championship squad.

PA.-

O.S.U.

SCHEDULES
15 Thiel

BASKETBALL
Coach: Ed Janka
DECEMBER
4 Oberlin .. ...... .. .. ..... A-7: 30
7Mt. Union ..... ..
A-7:30
10-11 BLUE STREAK
CLASSIC . .. ..
.
... H-TBA
14 Mt. Union
. .... .. .... H-8:00
00

.....

.. H-A·M
18MuskinRum
t9-30 Wooster Tournament A-~~
TBA
JANUARY
7 Kenyon .. . • . Public Hall-7:00
11 Hiram . . . . .
. .... A-8:00
00

•

. .. . ......... . .. H-8:00

Carnegie-Mellon ........ H-8:00
22 Bethany
A-3:00
29 Washington & Jefferson H~:30
FEBRUARY
2Ailegheny .. .. .......... A-8:00
5Thiel . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
A9 Hiram .. _.. _.... ...
H-8:00
12 Bethany .. .. -.. .. .. H-8: 00
00

....

...

00

•

WRESTLING
Coach: Anthony DeCarlo

••

16 Carnegie-Mellon . . A-8:00
19Washington&Jefferson A-8:00
23 Case Western Reserve .. A-8:00
26 Allegheny . . . ... . . . . H-8:00

- ....· - --.. .. .,.. - --.:a---t;!Jil"' -·

12Washington&Jefferson A-2:00
170hioState .. . .... .. . H-7:30
l9Asbland .. . .. ..... ... H-7:30
25-26P.A.C. Champlonships ..
.. .. AlleghenyMARCH
4-5 NCCA Division ill Cham pionships . .Binghamton, NY.16-19 NCAA Division I Championships
Norman, OKLA.-

DECEMBER
2 Akron . . . . . . .... ..... .. H-7: 30
10Northwestem ..
A-7:30
28 SUNSHINE TOURNAMENT
.FLA.-TBA
JANUARY
22 CWRU-Betbany Betbany-12:00
26Thiel .. . . .... .. ... A-7:30
29NotreDame .. ..... .. ... H-8:00
FEBRUARY
SWIMMING
1 Hiram-Allegheny ... Allegheny- Coach: Ron Zwlerlein
5 National Catholic InvitaDECEMBER
tional
King's College, Wilkes, 4 ALL-OHIO RELAY MEET,
00

..

.

..

..

8 Cleveland State . . . . ... H-8:00 7 Greater Cleveland Meet
~:00

.... A. CSU-

9Walsh
... ....... . ... A-7:00
JANUARY
22Hiram .... - ..... . .... H-2:00
26Capital. .. . . ..... H-7 :00
29 Carnegie-Mellon . . ... H-2:00
FEBRUARY
5AIIegheny ...
A-2:00
12Washington & Jefferson A-1:30
19 Bethany ..
. ........ H-2:00
26 Case Western Reserve .. A-1:00
MARCH
3, 4, 5, P.A.C. Championships .. . .
CWRU00

........

•
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Owen Dougherty

The President
from Plains

IS THERE
I.IFEAFrER
COLLEGE?
II depends on what " life" means....

For most of us, life is a good job. a good wife. a good house,
a good car.
For some (and perhaps for you) this is not enough. The
"good life" somehow is not enough. Life must mean something different: the attempt to live In union with God. to serve
others, to give as totally and as generously as you can.
The Paulists offer a way ofl ife which can satisfy young men
who seek more than the ''good life." As a small community
of Cath olic priests, we have worked for over a century
throughout the United States and Canada-from Manhattan
to Toronto. from Greensboro to Houston, from los Angeles
to Fairbanks. Our mission? To speak the message of Jesus
Christ to this modem world: to communicate His shattering
love and overwhelming forgiveness in a time and world where
He so often seems absent.
To do so. we are actively involved in parish work. preaching. adult education, campus ministry. publishing and mass
communications. We are missionaries; we are bridgebuilders. We seek to serve the Gospel in ever new ways.
The Paulist life is not an easy one. But one who dares will
find rewards beyond expectation. satisfactions beyond
dreams. But not complete satisfaction, for we are constantly
searching to make th e Gospel real to more people in today's
world.
Don't let your idealism die. Discover what our community
can mean to you.
AU ovl the coupon b<tlow for more tnlormotton aboutlh« Pauli•ta

------ ---- - - - -- - Dear Father OeStano:
Please send me more Information on the work
of the Paullsts and the Paullst Priesthood.

~SOF-------------------

Woodrow Wilson once said, "It
is a good thing a president doesn't
kn!!w in advance what it means,
or we should never have any
presidents. He needs to have thE'
constitution of an athlete, the
patience of a mother, and the endurance of an early Christian."
Perhaps, it is best for the country
that Jimmy Carter will be the odd
man out when he walks down the
colonade to the Oval Office for
the first time.
In the final private moments in
the voting booths, this election
was decided on the personality of
the candidates and not the issues.
Carter was chosen because
voters believed he was an outsider, an alternative to those wh<>
have
been
molded
and
tempered in the bureaucratic
furnace of the Federal Citv. The
President-elect was perceived as
an honest man who could restore
trust and confidence to a leviathon, bereft of compasson and
morally bankrupt.
Gerald Ford beseeched the
electorate to reward him with a
term of his own on the basis of his
stewardship during the past two
years
of
his
accidental
Presidency. But the electorate
was not in an introspective mood,
it wanted to look ahead to the
future and so the American
people embarked on a mammoth
gamble and realized that there
was no Ford in their future. The
electorate was uncertain of the
brand of bold dynamic leadership
Carter could provide, but the
people felt they had to take the
chance.
In the wake of Carter's victory,
stagnation has been replaced by
great expectation. Not since John
Kennedy's tenure has a President
· elect been extended such good
will or assumed office with such

. Carter, unlike most presidents
skilled in the techniques of administration, planning, and
management. President - elect
Carter is adept at organization
and his transition staff bas
months of ground work on every
department stored in computers
accessible at the touch of a
button.
high ideals and hopes for the
future. It seems that the slogan of
the 1960's about " America offering a new generation of leadership" is finally coming to fruition. The nation even after the
trauma of Watergate still looks to
thePresidency to set the national
agenda.
Many people have doubts about
Carter and are anxious to see his
administration evolve. Although
his overnight rise to prominance
!S an unparalleled success story
m American politics, it did not
give the electorate enough time
to become acquainted with his
policies. What manner of man is
Jimmy Carter?
Ted Sorensen, former White
House counsel, has said that Carter has the finest intellect he has
encountered since John Kennedy.
Carter's wide breadth of
preparation for his new office
includes
experience
in
engineering, agriculture and
business as well as state
government.
Jimmy Carter, as evidenced by
his serious deliberation over a
Vice- Presidential running mate,
soberly considers all the options
before taking action. When a
decision is made, the President elect oursues his 11:oals with
~~

vigor, competence and determination Only a man of endurance, stamina, and self confidence could enter 31 primaries and wm the Presidential
nomination of a party which
barely knew him
Carter aside from his personal
business and professional ex·
periences brings a higher moral
tone to the bully pulpit which is
the Presidency. No hint of
scandal, either personal or political, has shaded his life.
Carter embodies all that is
honorable in the southern tradition: an abiding faith in God, a
fervent respect for the ancestral
soil, a patriotic Jove of country,
and the unflinchmg support of a
close · knit family .
Carter as President will have
the ability to mobilize and inspire
diverse segments of the populous.
As President, he will respect the
rights of the press, and be open
with it's representatives. Carter
is already laying the foundation
to establish a working relationship with Congress based on
mutual respect for the separation
of powers.
Carter is a common man,
chosen for an uncommon job. He
has pledged to establish an open,
accountable, responsive and lawful P residency. He arrives in
Washington independent of
power broken and fa t cat contributors. He is not a slave to
promises or pressure groups.
President - elect Carter bas the
freedom to act in the best interests of our nation, without
fea r .

Hey Gang- We're Open
New Snack Bar Hours
Fri. 7:00A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
11 :30 P.M. - 2:30A.M.
Sat. 7:00.P.M . .. 2:00A.M.
Pizza Menu
12" pizza

Tom a to & Cheese - $1 .25
Pepperoni - $1.35
Green Pepper - $1 .35

Phone in your orders.

Onion- $1.35
Mushroom- $1.35
Deluxe- $1.75

Call932-1404

